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Sold on Art

(This is another in a series of articles profiling The DesertLeaf’s
art-related advertisers.)
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Gold earrings with blue
tourmalines, diamonds and
Australian opals, by Ursula
Rodgers and
Lucine Dirtadian
Right: “Reve Tribal”
sandcast sculpture, by
Sylvie Belanger

y their own admission,
three longtime friends
“jumped off a bridge” together
when they opened Skyline
Gallery in February 2005.
Owners Ursula Rodgers, Lucine
Dirtadian and Julia Selvig have
never regretted that leap, which
landed the trio in the gallery at
6360 N. Campbell Ave., in
Paloma Village Center.
“Lucine and I have been designing [jewelry] collaboratively for
almost 20 years,” says Rodgers.
Under the name Four Hands
Images, the two sold their fine
jewelry at select art shows and
galleries across the country.
“I started in jewelry when I
was 13,” Rodgers adds. “I
believe Lucine was 16 when she
started. We are both UA graduates. We got degrees in fine art
with an emphasis in metalsmithing. Lucine is also a graduate of the Santa Monica
Gemological Institute.”
Although a native Tucsonan
and University of Arizona
alumnus, Julia Selvig now lives
out of state. But she is definitely “not a silent partner” says
Dirtadian, also a native
Tucsonan. The three friends
are all actively involved in decision making at the gallery.
The partners decided early on to
focus on North American art and artists
and to offer art at a variety of price
points. “We wanted to create a gallery
that was comfortable and cozy, so people
could come in and have an art experience and not feel intimidated,” recalls

Dirtadian, who points out that they carry
everything from $12 handmade votives
and $45 business card holders to $1,200
sculptural pieces and $3,000 glass art. “I
think people are surprised to see the
variety, quality and uniqueness of art
here,” she adds. “It is definitely not
Southwestern. I don’t even know that I
would call it contemporary. Even though
we have different artists working in different media, different color, shapes and
techniques going on, we feel as though it
works together as a whole body of work
inside the space.”
Of the 108 artists the gallery represents, all are exclusive to Skyline
Gallery in Tucson.
“The artists we represent are career
artists,” says Rodgers.
“These aren’t hobby
artists. When we purchase an artist’s artwork, we purchase a
collection. We put a
big commitment into
their work. We ask
them to be committed to us as well.”
Included among
those artists is Alex
Sepkus, a jewelry
designer whose
work is widely
known for its fine
detail, gold, colored
stones, limited edition and one-of-akind pieces. There
are also the sand-cast
glass vases, angels
and Judaica of
Canadian artists
Sylvie Velanger and
Diane Ferlen, who
market their art

under the name Cassandra; the wooden vessels of Don Stinson, who finds
his wood as he kayaks down the rivers
and creeks of Ontario; and the porcelain masks of Jeffrey Zigulis.
“We never would have believed it,
but we also sell a lot of lamps,” says
Rodgers, who points to the work of three
artists whose lamps have been popular.
Of course, Rodgers and Dirtadian
also feature their own jewelry designs in
the gallery, but admit they haven’t had
much time to spend in the studio since
opening the gallery — a situation they
hope to rectify soon. “What we design is
all one of a kind, but we do wedding
sets, too, and custom work. That’s
something we want to expand here in
the gallery,” says Rodgers. “They’re
timeless pieces. They have this nuance
look to them, but you could wear these
20 years from now.”
The gallery offers a shipping service
and home-trial service for customers
who want to see how a piece of art looks
next to their living-room sofa before purchasing it. Future plans include establishing a Web site.
“This takes 100 percent of our time,”
admits Dirtadian, referring to the
gallery. “The best part of my job is working with great people and representing
incredible artists. People come in to see
us, because we’re pretty much a hoot
most of the time.”
Skyline Gallery can be reached at
615-3800.
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